DIRECT ACTION® is a project born from combining great design and manufacturing capabilities with an up-close-and-personal understanding of the specific end-user needs of special operations forces. This combination has created the approach of an individual-as-a-system that is open and flexible with all necessary options, yet remains streamlined and avoids over-burdening. Each part of the system interfaces with the other components: weapons, load bearing equipment, backpacks, jackets, duty uniforms and even camouflage pattern – each of these is a part of a whole, and a key component that’s critical to mission success.

When creating DIRECT ACTION® every detail was rigorously thought-out from this system-based perspective - no random choices, no compromises, no “same-old-stuff” design approach, no shying away from new technology – and all based on the firsthand, real world experience of elite special operations units.

We want to make sure, that with DIRECT ACTION® you get best gear there is.

Developers disclaimer:
Please note that all products presented in this edition of DIRECT ACTION® catalogue represent stage of their development at the cut-off date for this catalogue. Due to constant professional user input and testing, some details and features of the final product might slightly differ. We work hard to provide you guys with the best and the latest in tactical gear. Thank you for understanding.

GO LOUD!
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“Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few”
Winston Churchill, Uxbridge, 16th August 1940
Taking after its famous namesake our SPITFIRE is a streamlined and dynamic platform. Lightweight and unrestricted, this plate carrier is one of the lightest in its class, but at the same time it is robust and unique in its modularity.

**Specs:**

- **Face fabric is a Cordura 500D laminate, laser-cut to provide 360 degree PALS/MOLLE compatible platform**
- **Zippered chest admin pocket**
- **Detachable front flap variants (PALS, kangaroo type magazine insert, low profile elastic magazine pouches)**
- **Interchangeable cummerbund variants (PALS, ballistic, low profile, elastic)**
- **Compatible ballistic accessories package**
- **Chest platform attachment system compatible with Mayflower Velocità Systems Swiftclip™ standard**
- **Low profile reinforced drag handle**
- **Inner fabric is a moisture wicking, stretchable softshell, ensuring snug fit around ballistic package**
- **Optional, moisture wicking, breathable spacer mesh pads on front, back and shoulders area to facilitate better air flow and thermal comfort for the user**
- **Cable / antenna routing channels**
- **SPITFIRE comes in 2 sizes – REGULAR fits SAPI/ESAPI Medium type plates with backers or industrial standard 10x12 inch multicurve plates; LARGE fits SAPI/ESAPI Large type plates with backers or similar ballistic inserts**

**Weight:** 540 g

**Product Id:** PC-SPTF

**Colours:** Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, Multicam™, Pencott® GreenZone
Workhorse of the Direct Action® line, this hybrid chest rig has integral magazine and grenade pouches along with partial modularity.

**Specs:**
- Split front design without moving the magazines away from platform center
- Constructed out of laser cut Cordura 500D laminate
- Will fit 8 x AR type magazines, 4 x AK type magazines or 4 x SR type magazines in the fully adjustable integral ammo pouches
- Fixed: two silent adjustable pouches removable flap, compatible with pistol holster insert, sealed zipper pocket and velcro flap pouch for smaller items
- Flat, softshell fabric inner pockets in each chest panel
- Can be attached directly to body armor with chest buckles and velcro stabilizer
- Laminated low profile adjustable mesh lined H-Harness with slots for additional accessories attachment. Reinforced drag handle incorporated into harness design
- Cable antenna routing channels
- PALS platforms on the sides for radio or medical pockets, horizontal PALS panels under ammunition pouches for tourniquets, pistol magazine pouches etc.

**HURRICANE chest rig**

- Weight: 650 g
- Product ID: DA-HRCN
- Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, Multicam®, PenCott™ GreenZone
Named after a historical trainer plane, this little fellow is a perfect range companion for training or competition. Fully modular platform it is minimalistic in form yet versatile in applications.

Specs:
- Minimalistic chest platform made out of Cordura 500D laminate with full laser-cut PALS/MOLLE surface available for different pouches configurations
- Flat softshell inner pocket for smaller items
- Can be attached directly to body armor with chest buckles and velcro panel adapter
- Flat, laminated, adjustable H-harness that works exceedingly well with backpacks and in low profile gear configurations

Weight: 250 g
Product ID: CR-TGRM
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott® GreenZone

TIGER MOTH mini chest rig
MUSTANG rescue / gun belt set

Lightweight, slim and rigid, MUSTANG tapered gun belt can be worn standalone in pants, together with matching MUSTANG trouser belt in duty configuration or as a core belt for the MOSQUITO modular belt sleeve.

Specs:
- Made of mil-spec webbing and Cordura laminate wrap, bartacked in stress points
- Stiffened to carry weight of holsters and magazine pouches
- Uses certified AustriAlpin Cobra® buckle
- Reinforced anchor point for carabiner/lanyard/tether in front portion of belt
- Loop lined on the inside for added stability - matches with a stabilizing MUSTANG trouser belt
- MUSTANG trouser belt is flat, lightweight accessory to keep your pants & equipment belt where you’d expect them to be
- Made out of Cordura 500D laminate and hook velcro
- Inner belt works as a stabilizer for MUSTANG and MOSQUITO belts, as it attaches to the inner loop velcro and prevents equipment from riding up while on the move
- Thin profile of the trouser belt effectively eliminates well known ‘belt buckle over buckle’ discomfort
- Available in sizes: S/M/L/XL, with 10 cm/4” adjustment within size.

Weight: 195 g
Product ID: BT-MSTG
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, Multicam™, PanCott™ GreenZone
MOSQUITO modular belt sleeve is extremely versatile platform - just like the original twin engined plane it was named after. It will work well in both low profile and heavy load gear configurations.

Specs:

- Designed to work as a belt sleeve for MUSTANG rescue/gun belt, will fit most standard rescue belts
- Made of Cordura laminate, stiffened, spacer mesh lined, bartacked in critical areas
- Laser cut PALS/MOLLE slots interchanging with vertical openings on the sides allow for user-preferred equipment attachment options for holster, blade, etc.
- Detachable stiffened hip panels available in two lengths to improve ergonomics, allow for better holster mounting options and reduce gear/magazines interference when worn with body armor
- Detachable hip panels available in two lengths to improve ergonomics, allow for better holster mounting options and reduce gear/magazines interference when worn with body armor
- Additional stability can be achieved by using the MOSQUITO modular belt sleeve together with MUSTANG inner belt
- Made to work with 4-point low profile Y style suspenders or lightly padded H style yoke for heavier configurations

**Weight:** 220 g

**Product Id:** BT-MQMS

**Colours:** Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultiCam®, PenCott® GreenZone

*Please note that inner belt, hip panels and suspenders are sold separately.*
SPEED RELOAD POUCH rifle

Open top rifle magazine pouch designed for speed reloads. It features semi-rigid construction and it is adjustable for tension. Laser-cut PALS on the outer surface allow for stacking if needed. Holds single AR/AK/SR type magazine when properly adjusted.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D construction
- PALS and belt compatible, stackable
- Can be fitted with additional bungee retention if needed for parachuting or diving
- Weight: 55 g
- Product Id: PO-RFSR
- Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott™ GreenZone

SPEED RELOAD POUCH pistol

Open top pistol magazine pouch designed for speed reloads. It features semi-rigid construction and it is adjustable for tension. Laser-cut PALS on the outer surface allow for stacking if needed. Holds most double stack pistol magazines in 9/40/5.7 cal.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D construction
- PALS and belt compatible, stackable
- Can be fitted with additional bungee retention if needed for parachuting or diving
- Weight: 50 g
- Product Id: PO-PTSR
- Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott™ GreenZone
FLASHBANG pouch

Secure pouch for NICO and P1 type flashbang grenades. Can double as a pouch for 40mm grenade, especially longer rounds (smoke, illum).

Specs:
- Cordura 500D construction
- PALS and belt compatible
- Elastic sides, internal safety lever sheath positioning the grenade

Weight: 36 g
Product ID: PO-FLBG
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott® GreenZone

TAC RELOAD POUCH rifle

This adjustable rifle magazine pouch is designed to fit most popular rifle magazines available. It will securely hold AR/AK/SR magazines, with option to fit up to 3 AR magazines if necessary. Secured with velcro flap, it can be adjusted to fit the size of magazines carried.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D construction
- PALS and belt compatible, stackable
- Flap secured, fully adjustable
- Fits AR/AK/SR magazines

Weight: 80 g
Product ID: PO-RFTC
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott® GreenZone
Narrow, vertical setup of the individual medical pouch. This three piece IFAK is designed to fit on chest rig side panel taking similar PALS space as a magazine pouch.

Specs:
- PALS and belt compatible
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- Holds individual medical setup including supplies like hemostatic dressings and Israeli bandage
- External pouch is adjustable with shockcord
- Internal Foldable medical insert is a separate element and can be laid out flat or stowed into a uniform pocket or dump pouch in emergency
- Can be carried top up or down, has a D-ring for dummy cord
- Includes detachable sheath for medical scissors

Marked TQ for easy identification this pocket is made to carry most of the currently used tourniquet models such as SOFT-T or CAT. Key idea is to protect the life-saving device velcro strips from dirt that can reduce its useability in critical situation.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- PALS and belt compatible, can be carried in vertical or horizontal position

TOURNIQUET pouch

Weight: 42 g
Product Id: P10TNQT
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott® GreenZone

Weight: 40 g
Product Id: PO-MEDV
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultiCam®, PenCott® GreenZone
RADIO POUCH universal

This radio pouch will securely hold most of the military and law enforcement radio models, allowing for easy access to the control switches. It doubles its role as alternate ammo pouch for higher capacity magazines.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- PALS and belt compatible
- Adjustable to fit radios from PRC-148 to Motorola GP360
- Can be used to securely carry high capacity magazines such as Swivel* 60 rounder

Weight: 70 g
Product Id: PO-RDUN
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultiCam®, PenCott® GreenZone

UTILITY POUCH small

Multipurpose, zippered utility pouch with 3 PALS wide attachment base. And laser cut PALS slots on the bottom, that allow for attaching tourniquet or pistol pouch underneath. This pouch will hold multitools, navigational aids, weapon cleaning kit or similar small items.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D construction, laser cut PALS laminate on bottom
- Inside there are elastic bands for retention of tools and detachable roll-out mesh zipper pocket for smaller items or medicaments
- PALS and belt compatible

Weight: 140 g
Product Id: PO-UTSM
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultiCam®, PenCott® GreenZone
**HYDRO utility pouch**

Simple, lightweight pouch designed to hold most popular water containers such as USGI 1qt canteen or 1l Nalgene bottle. Both fit with cups. Pouch is adjustable to fit over smaller containers.

Specs:
- PALS and belt compatible
- Cordura 500D construction

Weight: 80 g
Product Id: PO-HYDR
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultiCam®, PenCott® GreenZone

---

**EXPENDED MAGAZINE pouch**

Classic foldable, open top pouch to fit number of empty magazines or other items that need to be stowed somewhere. Rolls neatly into a small package and can be instantly opened with a solid tug of one hand on the long hypalon pull tab. Bottom made of mesh for drainage and debris, top can be tightened with a shockcord.

Specs:
- PALS and belt compatible
- Cordura 500D construction

Weight: 135 g
Product Id: PO-EXMG
Colours: Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultiCam®, PenCott® GreenZone
This lightweight 8 round bandoleer fits most HE or similar 40mm LV grenades. Made of laser-cut Cordura laminate it can be attached directly to a PALS base (like a backpack), carried on its own carrying strap, or attached to front portion of the MOSQUITO modular belt sleeve with T-ring type attachements and side release buckles.

**Specs:**
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- PALS and belt compatible
- Can be carried on its own shoulder strap or attached via PALS or buckles

**Weight:** 180 g

**Product Id:** BT-BD40

**Colours:** Adaptive Green, Coyote Brown, Shadow Grey, MultCam®, PenCott® GreenZone
On the 70th Anniversary of the V-E Day, we at Direct Action decided to commemorate our distinguished airmen, serving in the Polish Air Force Squadrons fighting alongside the RAF from the Battle of Britain to the final days, whose glorious victory remained all-too-often forgotten. To honor them, we named the products of our main line after the famous planes these brave men trained, fought, won and died in.

D.A. Legacy Line

Direct Action™ story began during the IWA trade fair in Nuremberg, Germany in March 2014. It debuted as high-end nylon product line within large European apparel brand. Several models of backpacks and bags launched back then, were just a trigger for what came later and eventually led to transforming Direct Action™ into an independent entity, focused on developing advanced warfighter equipment.

Innovation, quality and manufacturing capabilities showing in those designs was what brought the attention of SOF units to DA™. Nylon gear you can see on the following pages is what started the whole story.
Dust® is a small 20+ liters backpack oriented towards use as EDC/one day pack platform. It features two zippered compartments – main has an internal, padded laptop / hydration sleeve and an accessory mesh pocket. Smaller compartment has an internal organizer for notepads, GPS, writing utensils and other essentials, plus a clear vinyl pocket for maps and documents.

Externally there are 3 flat pockets – two on the sides can be stretched to fit water bottles. Side accessible flat pocket on the front surface is a good place to keep smaller items that need to be easily accessible without opening packs compartments.

Carrying straps and waistbelt of the Dust® backpack are adjustable and can be stowed away in the back panel, turning this pack into a slim, no-snag hand luggage.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- Laser cut PALS/MOLLE on front and sides
- Hydration bladder compatible
- Heavy duty YKK® zippers, Duraflex® hardware
- Padded computer sleeve
- Woven 550 cord carrying handle
- Ventilated back panel - Combat Vent System®
- Velcro ID panel

Weight: 1200 g
Capacity: 20 l
Product Id: PL-DST-CD
Colours: BLACK, Olive Green, PL woodland, Coyote Brown, Camogrom™, PenCott GreenZone™, PenCott Badlands™, PenCott Snowdrift™, Ranger Green, Kryptek Mandrake™, Kryptek Highlander™

Weight: 1210 g
Capacity: 20 l
Product Id: PL-DST-CD
Colours: Black, Olive Green, PL woodland, Coyote Brown, Camogrom™, PenCott GreenZone™, PenCott Badlands™, PenCott Snowdrift™, Ranger Green, Kryptek Mandrake™, Kryptek Highlander™
DRAGON EGG backpack

Dragon Egg® is a versatile 25+ liter platform suitable for the role of a basic assault backpack or larger EDC pack. It features three zippered compartments - main has an internal hydration sleeve and an accessory mesh pocket. Smaller compartment has an internal organizer for notepads, GPS, writing utensils and other essentials, plus a zippered mesh pocket for small items. Third compartment is a reinforced, padded space to securely carry your laptop computer – has a separate access from the back panel side of the pack.

Externally, there are 2 side pockets than can be stretched to fit water bottles, plus a zipper, soft velour lined, glasses pocket in the upper portion of the pack. Daisy chain webbing runs along the front panel seam for attaching any carabiners or similar gear to the pack outside.

Carrying straps of the Dragon Egg® backpack are well padded for comfort and feature side release buckles for quick donning off. Waisbelt is detachable and can be slowed away.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- Laser cut PALS/MOLLE on front and sides
- Daisy chain webbing for extra gear/carabiners attachment
- Hydration bladder compatible
- Heavy duty YKK® zippers, Duraflex® hardware
- Padded computer sleeve with separate access
- Woven 550 cord carrying handle
- Ventilated back panel - Combat Vent System®
- Velcro ID panel

Weight: 1425 g
Capacity: 25 l
Product Id: PL-EGG-CD
Colours: Black, Olive Green, PL woodland, Coyote Brown, Camogrom™, PenCott GreenZone™, PenCott Badlands™, PenCott Snowdrift™, Ranger Green, Kryptek Mandrake™, Kryptek Highlander™
Ghost® is a 30+ liter backpack, scalable and well suited for the role of tactical 3-day pack.

It features main pack with two zipped compartments – first, larger, has an internal hydration sleeve and an accessory mesh pocket. Second, accessible from the back side of the pack is reinforced and will hold a large laptop computer.

Third pocket of the Ghost® platform is a detachable organizer pocket, completely separable from the main pack body. Normally, it is attached to the main pack via 4 buckles and adjustable shockcord, but it may be used completely on its own (it has its own carrying handle) for medical supplies etc. Internally this outer pocket has a lot of internal slots and pockets for gear organization, plus when attached to the Ghost® main pack it forms a beaver-tail-type flap, where you can pack additional clothing or lighter gear.

Externally, there are 4 pockets - two side pockets that may be stretched to fit water bottles. Additionally, there is a zipped, soft velour lined, glasses pocket in the upper portion of the pack and a flat zipped pocket below it.

Carrying straps of the Ghost® backpack are wide, and padded with stiffened closed cell foam, with side release buckles for quick donning off. Waistbelt of the Ghost® pack is a fully functional PALS/MOLLE belt that can be detached from the main body and used on its own with included low-profile suspenders.

Cordura® 500D laminate construction
Laser cut PALS/MOLLE on front and sides
Detachable organizer pocket - optionally standalone (as med kit e.g.)
Detachable PALS/MOLLE waistbelt with additional suspenders
Hydration bladder compatible
Heavy duty YKK® zippers: Duraflex® hardware
Padded computer sleeve with separate access
Ventilated back panel - Combat Vent System®
Velcro ID panel
Messenger bag in its smaller variant is an item designed to be compact EDC “grab bag” to carry one’s essential items either for the range or civilian side of life. It will hold e-book readers or tablets as well as earpros, few packs of ammunition and a holstered sidearm. Its velcro-lined interior and body-side pocket allow user for complete customization of the bag internal arrangement. Additional PALS/MOLLE mounting surface on the outside of the bag provide space for attaching accessory and magazine pouches under/over the bag’s flap or on the sides.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- Laser cut PALS/MOLLE on flap, body and sides
- Velcro interior for user-customizable configuration
- Detachable shoulder strap with non-slip pad and stabilizing waist strap
- Low profile carrying handle
- Heavy duty YKK® zippers, Duraflex® hardware
- Velcro ID panel

Weight: 750 g
Size: 33 x 24 x 14 cm
Product Id: TB-SMS-CD
Medium sized messenger bag is a perfect platform for visit to the range or just daily activities. Its main compartment has a padded slot for smaller laptop or iPad type device plus its completely velcro lined for user customization. Externally there are two zippered organizer pockets with slots for smaller electronics/tools/writing essentials. On sides there are open-top small water bottle pocket and zippered one, that will fit a shot timer perfectly.

Bag is closed with a large flap, alternatively fastened with buckles or velcro. On the inner side of the flap, there is a clear vinyl pocket and on the outside – a flat zippered one. Bottom of this messenger model bag is reinforced with non-slip material, plus there’s a elastic cord weave if you’d consider carrying some clothing on the outside of the bag. Its body side has a flat, zippered pocket that can slow detachable shoulder and waist straps if you’d decide to carry your bag by its carrying handle alone.

Additional PALS/MOLLE mounting surface on the outside of the bag provide space for attaching accessory and magazine pouches under/over the bag’s flap or on the side pocket surface.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- Laser cut PALS/MOLLE on flap, body and sides
- Velcro interior for user-customizable configuration
- Detachable shoulder strap with non-slip pad and stabilizing waist strap
- Padded laptop sleeve
- Re-enforced bottom
- Elastic cord for packing clothing etc.
- Buckle/velcro secured flap
- Heavy duty YKK® zippers, Duraflex® hardware
- Velcro ID panel

Weight: 1390 g
Size: 35 x 26 x 13 cm
Product Id: TB-MSG-CD
Colours: Black, Olive Green, PL woodland, Coyote Brown, Camogrom®, PenCott GreenZone™, PenCott Badlands™, PenCott Snowdrift™, Ranger Green, Kryptek Mandrake™, Kryptek Highlander™
Foxtrot® waist bag is a versatile piece of equipment that can be used for trekking, range, photography or as an enhanced medical kit carrier. Its zippered main compartment is velcro lined with integral iPad/ebook sleeve and additional mesh pocket under the lid for smaller items. Set of external pockets include organizer, flat accessory pocket and side pockets – one fitting smaller water bottles, other, zippered – items like multitools etc.

One of the bag unique features are foldable, padded belt flaps that give Foxtrot® great stability when worn in a waist bag configuration. Both flaps fold under the central pad if not used, also each has both a flat zippered pocket for small items like keys or lens cover and a PALS/MOLLE platform for additional pouches. Alternate way to carry Foxtrot® bag is to use its detachable carrying strap or handles – all depending on the application and user preferences.

Specs:
- Cordura 500D laminate construction
- Laser cut PALS/MOLLE on body and belt flaps
- Velcro interior for user-customizable configuration
- Padded Pad/e-book sleeve
- Detachable shoulder strap with non-slip pad
- Elastic cord for packing clothing etc.
- Buckle/velcro secured flap
- Heavy duty YKK® zippers, Duraflex® hardware
- Velcro ID panel

Weight: 750 g
Size: 30 x 19 x 12 cm
Product Id: TB-FDX-CD
CAMOUFLAGE wrap FR

Simple, yet surprisingly useful, this neck gaiter works great in multitude of roles. It can be used to camouflage and protect your face from flash fire, dust or wind – next minute you can turn it into cap, scarf, headband or goggle cover.

Specs:
- Breathable & lightweight stretch fabric
- Flame Retardant (no melt, no drip)
- Flat seams
- One size fits most

Weight: 80 g
Product ID: CZ-WRP-CY
Colours: Olive Green, Coyote Brown
Entry Team balaclava FR

This classic balaclava design will protect your good looks against flash fire and short flame exposure. Stretchy and comfortable it will provide a snug fit with most helmet liner systems and works well with ballistic goggles and glasses.

Specs:
- Full face and neck protection
- Breathable & lightweight stretch fabric
- Flat seams
- One size fits most

Weight: 80 g
Product ID: CZ-BCLCY
Colours: Olive Green, Coyote Brown
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